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TAVISTOCK

DESIGNERS’ 
CHOICE

Choose from our wide collection of 
mirrors and cabinets with a host of 
useful features such as Bluetooth® 
wireless technology, heated demister 
pads and integrated recharging 
sockets.

All prices are inclusive of VAT at 20%
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NEW MIRROR & CABINET 
DESIGN TRENDS FOR 2022

INTRODUCING  
OUR NEW COLLECTION

Here at Tavistock, we're all about making your life easier 
through our smart mirrors and cabinets. This time we've 
introduced new sizes and shapes, as well as black framed 
mirrors, allowing anyone to find a style they love.

JOE ELLIOT
Mirror & Cabinet Category Manager

Joe Elliott

RESONATE 
Now available in 800mm circular
See page 10 for more options

ASTER
Now available in the ever 
popular pill shape as well as 
larger 800 circular mirror 
See page 14 for more

CADENCE 
Designed perfectly to match our 
Cadence furniture, complete with 
shaver socket & USB charging
See page 18 for further information

BETA 
600 & 800 circular now available 
See page 12 for more

®

VERGE 
Our first black framed mirror, with 
an extensive size and shape offering
More sizes and options on page 22

SLIDE CABINETS  
Now complete with an easily accessible USB socket to keep 
your bathroom devices fully charged. 
 
See page 30 for more

FLEX CABINETS  
Now with colour changing technology for adjustable warmth 
& brightness, along with USB charging socket to charge you 
bathroom essentials.

See page 32 for more information and other options
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CHOOSING 
THE RIGHT MIRROR
Choosing an illuminated mirror will help enlarge even the smallest  
of spaces, reflecting light around the room and brightening your day.   
A host of useful features such as Bluetooth® wireless technology,  
heated demister pads and integrated recharging sockets will make  
you wonder how you ever managed without one.

LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING 
TECHNOLOGY
This lets you create the perfect bathroom 
environment by enabling you to adjust the 
warmth of your mirror illumination to 
suit both the task in hand and time of day. 
Kick-start your day with bright, invigorating 
daylight. Then choose a natural light to apply 
make-up and a warm light for sleepy late 
evening tasks.
 
Light temperature ranges from 2700K 
(Warm White) to 6000K (Daylight White). 
You can also adjust the intensity of the light 
to be as bright or as dim as you wish.

MIRRORS

WARM WHITE DAYLIGHT WHITE

BATHROOM SAFETY
Tavistock mirrors have been tested for 
compliance with electrical equipment safety 
regulations. Our illuminated mirrors are 
IP44 rated and suitable for use within the 
bathroom.

BRING MUSIC TO YOUR BATHROOM
Catch up with the morning news during your shower or listen to your favourite playlists with Bluetooth® 
wireless technology. Easily pair your device to one of our innovative music mirrors featuring quality 
integrated speakers.

SOMETHING TO SUIT ALL BATHROOMS
We always think about how you may need to use our products, given both space 
constraints in bathrooms and design choices. We have a wide selection of mirrors 
in different shapes and sizes so there is bound to be something just right for your 
bathroom, no matter how big or small.

TOUCH FREE OPERATION
Many of our mirrors have an infrared on/off switch which lets 
you activate the lighting without even touching your mirror. 
Simply move your hand in front of the sensor to activate. 

Important: When mounting mirrors with infrared switches, 
the sensor must be at least 150mm from an adjacent wall or 
obstruction to ensure the switch can function properly.

STEAM FREE
Many of our mirrors feature a heated demister pad to keep your 
mirror steam-free. You’ll really appreciate never having to wipe it 
down again! 

The heated demister pad heats the mirror to a few degrees above 
room temperature within 2-3 minutes, preventing the mirror from 
misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms.

FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE

A convenient integrated 
recharging socket, suitable 

for electric shavers and 
toothbrushes is included with 

our Cadence mirror.

2700K 6000K

0706



MIRROR PRODUCT GUIDE
Discover our collection of mirrors. Beautifully designed to 
create your perfect bathroom environment.

Beta p12

Aurora p16 Cadence p18 Evade p20

0908

Range LED
Adjustable Light 

Temperature 
Control

Dimmable 
Light

Music
Touch 
Sensor

Infrared 
Sensor

Heated  
Demister 

Pad

USB  
Charging 
Socket

Slim Depth
Landscape  
or Portrait

Resonate • • • • • Both

Beta • • • • • • Both

Aster • • • • • • Both

Aurora • • • • • • Circular

Cadence • • • • Both

Evade • • • Both

Verge • Both

Resonate p10

Aster p14 Verge p22
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RESONATE
With Bluetooth® wireless technology, LED illumination, heated 
demister pad and touch control, this is the epitome of a 
multifunctional bathroom mirror. With two styles to choose from 
(circular or rectangular), this slim, modest design will sit beautifully 
above a more contemporary bathroom vanity unit. 

• Available in either a 600mm/800mm circular or a 500mm  
rectangular design

• Bluetooth® wireless technology allows you to easily pair your 
smartphone or tablet to the mirror and control your music

• Ultra slim 25mm depth
• Touch control buttons turn the lighting and Bluetooth® on/off
• Heated demister pad prevents mirror steaming up
• IP44 rated - for safe use in the bathroom

Resonate 500mm Mirror
500(w) x 700(h) x 25(d)mm

RSM050

Resonate 600mm Circular Mirror
600(w) x 600(h) x 25(d)mm

Resonate 800mm Circular Mirror
800(w) x 800(h) x 25(d)mm

RSM600C

RSM800C

011010

Resonate 
500

Resonate
Circle 
600

Resonate
Circle
800

* **
*

Resonate 
700

DEMIST

Scan here to watch our 
features video

Take a look

£431.00

£449.00

£499.00
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MIRRORS

BETA
With its slim good looks, Beta offers great choice in sizes whatever 
your bathroom requirements, from a cloakroom 450mm to a 
statement 1200mm mirror, Beta also offers the flexibility to adjust 
the LED warmth & brightness from an invigorating daylight white 
(6000k) to a relaxing warm white (2700k). 

• Available in 6 sizes 450, 500, 600, 1200mm wide plus a 600 & 
800mm circular design

• Energy efficient LEDs provide bright, practical task lighting
• Variable & dimmable LEDs provide warmth and brightness  

from an invigorating daylight white (6000k) to a relaxing  
warm white (2700k)

• Touch control buttons turn the mirror LEDs on/off and control 
their intensity & temperature

• An integrated heated demister pad will heat the mirror to  
prevent it from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms

• Can be hung portrait or landscape
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Beta 450mm Illuminated Mirror
450(w) x 600(h) x 22(d)mm

BTM045

Beta 500mm Illuminated Mirror
500(w) x 700(h) x 22(d)mm

BTM050

Beta 600mm Illuminated Mirror
600(w) x 800(h) x 22(d)mm

BTM060

Beta 1200mm Illuminated Mirror
1200(w) x 600(h) x 22(d)mm

Beta 600mm Circular Illuminated Mirror
600(w) x 600(h) x 25(d)mm

Beta 800mm Circular Illuminated Mirror
800(w) x 800(h) x 25(d)mm

BTM120

BTM60C

BTM80C

Customise your bathroom lighting with a Beta mirror to suit your mood, time of day or task in hand  

COOL LIGHT WARM LIGHT

6000K 2700K

12

Beta  
500

Beta  
600 Beta 1200

Beta  
450

**** ***

Beta  
800

Beta  
700

Beta  
600

DEMIST
DIMMABLE

Beta
Circle 
600

Beta
Circle
800

* *

£292.00

£315.00

£341.00

£462.00

£299.00

£375.00
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ASTER
A collection of slim LED illuminated mirrors, available in 
seven sizes, something to suit all bathroom. 

• Available in 8 sizes 400, 500, 600, 1200mm wide.  
600/800mm circular designs plus a 490mm oval or pill

• Slim design
• Bright practical, energy saving LED lighting
• Infrared on/off sensor to operate lighting and heated demister pad
• Dimmable infrared sensor allows adjustability of intensity & warmth 

of light. Light temperature ranges from 2700K (warm white) to 
6000K (daylight).

• An integrated heated demister pad will heat the mirror to prevent it 
from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms.

• Can be hung portrait or landscape (excluding oval)
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Aster Illuminated Oval Mirror
490(w) x 650(h) x 25(d)mm

AS49ALE

Aster 600mm Illuminated Circular Mirror 
600(w) x 600(h) x 25(d)mm

Aster 800mm Illuminated Circular Mirror 
800(w) x 800(h) x 25(d)mm

AS60ALR

AS80ALR

Aster 400mm Illuminated Mirror
400(w) x 700(h) x 25(d)mm

AS40ALC

Aster 500mm Illuminated Mirror
500(w) x 700(h) x 25(d)mm

AS70ALC

Aster 600mm Illuminated Mirror
600(w) x 800(h) x 25(d)mm

AS80ALC

Aster Illuminated Pill Mirror
500(w) x 800(h) x 25(d)mm

AS50ALP

Aster 1200mm Illuminated Mirror
1200(w) x 500(h) x 25(d)mm

AS120ALC

COOL LIGHT WARM LIGHT

6000K 2700K

Customise your bathroom lighting with an Aster mirror to suit your mood, time of day or task in hand  

1514

DEMIST
DIMMABLE

Scan here to watch our 
features video

Take a look

Aster
700

Aster
800

Aster
Circle
600

Aster
Oval

Aster
400

Aster
500

Aster
450

Aster
600 Aster 1200

** **** *

Aster
Circle
800
* **

Aster
700*

*

Aster
Pill

£424.00

£401.00

£450.00

£462.00

£478.00

£515.00

£400.00

£665.00
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MIRRORS

AURORA 
Available in two sizes, these contemporary circular LED  
mirrors boast a super-slim design with a chic, powder coated  
black frame. Featuring super-bright forward lighting along with 
ambient backlighting to create an elegant floating effect. Easily  
control the colour temperature and brightness with contactless 
hand movements. 

• Floating design with super slim frame
• Black powdercoat finish
• Ambient backlighting
• Super bright forward lighting
• Infrared on/off sensor to operate lighting and heated  

demister pad
• Dimmable infrared sensor allows adjustability of intensity  

& warmth of light. Light temperature ranges from 2700K  
(warm white) to 6000K (daylight).

• An integrated heated demister pad will heat the mirror to  
prevent it from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms

• Can be hung portrait or landscape
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Aurora 600mm Illuminated Circular Mirror
600(w) x 600(h) x 33(d)mm

AUM60C

Aurora 800mm Illuminated Circular Mirror
800(w) x 600(h) x 33(d)mm

AUM80C

Customise your bathroom lighting with a Aurora mirror to suit your mood, time of day or task in hand  

COOL LIGHT WARM LIGHT

6000K 2700K

DEMIST
DIMMABLE

Aurora
Circle 
600

Aurora
Circle
800

* *

£375.00

£475.00
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CADENCE
Designed to perfectly match our Cadence furniture range, but also 
suitable for use in any bathroom scheme, these mirrors are available 
in three different sizes that can be used portrait or landscape to 
easily match the width of your furniture unit. Fitted with neatly 
hidden shaver and usb sockets, allowing for effortless charging of 
your toothbrushes or shavers. 

• Two-pin charging socket for your shaver or toothbrush
• Additional USB Charging Socket 
• Slim perimeter lighting
• Touch control buttons turn the mirror LEDs On/Off
• An integrated heated demister pad will heat the mirror to  

prevent it from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms

Cadence 500mm Mirror
500(w) x 700(h) x 56(d)mm

CDM050

Cadence 600mm Mirror
600(w) x 800(h) x 56(d)mm

Cadence 1200mm Mirror
1200(w) x 600(h) x 56(d)mm

CDM060

CDM120 

Cadence 
500

Cadence 
600Cadence 

700

Cadence 
800

DEMIST

Cadence 1200

***
* *

19

£375.00

£449.00

£529.00
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EVADE
An intuitive, multipurpose mirror for the modern bathroom. This 
slim-depth and simply styled mirror conceals lots of useful features 
such as infrared sensor control, heated demister pad and bright 
LED illumination. 

• Available in 500mm, 600mm and 1000mm sizes to suit  
all spaces

• Intuitive infrared on / off sensor controls
• With integrated heat demister pad to prevent steam from 

interrupting your daily routine
• IP44 rated - for safe use in the bathroom

Evade 500mm Mirror
500(w) x 700(h) x 26(d)mm

EVM050

Evade 600mm Mirror
600(w) x 800(h) x 26(d)mm

Evade 1000mm Mirror
1000(w) x 600(h) x 26(d)mm

EVM060

EVM100

Evade
500

Evade
600

Evade 1000

***

**

Evade
800

Evade
700

DEMIST

MIRRORS

21

Scan here to watch our 
features video

Take a look

20

£231.00

£274.00

£323.00
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VERGE
With a wide range shapes and sizes to choose from, Verge makes 
an easy addition to any modern bathroom setting. Choose between 
classic rectangle or modern circle shapes, both available in two sizes. 
Or opt for something more unique with our pill or oval styles, all 
finished with a stunning matt black powder-coated frame. 

• Framed with a high quality aluminium trim in matt black finish
• Rectangular versions can be mounted landscape & portrait

Verge Pill Mirror
500(w) x 800(h) x 38(d)mm

Verge Oval Mirror
500(w) x 700(h) x 38(d)mm

Verge 600mm Mirror
600(w) x 800(h) x 38(d)mm

VRM50P

VRM50V

VRM060

023022

Verge
Circle
600

Verge
Oval

Verge
450 Verge

700

Verge
600 Verge

800

Verge
Circle
800

Verge
Pill

Verge 450mm Mirror
450(w) x 700(h) x 38(d)mm

VRM045 £149.00

Verge 800mm Circular Mirror
800(w) x 800(h) x 38(d)mm

VRM80C £199.00

£189.00

£199.00

Verge 600mm Circular Mirror
600(w) x 600(h) x 38(d)mm

VRM60C £139.00

£189.00



CHOOSING 
THE RIGHT CABINET 
If you’re looking for additional storage, a mirrored cabinet can help to create 
a calm, clutter-free space. Tavistock has an extensive collection of cabinets 
with a host of useful features to choose from. Heated demister doors keep 
things steam-free and light temperature technology puts you in control of 
the illumination of your bathroom.

STEAM FREE
Many of our cabinets feature heated demister doors  
to keep your cabinet steam-free. You’ll really appreciate 
never having to wipe it down again! The heated 
demister pad heats the mirrored doors to a few 
degrees above room temperature within 2-3 minutes, 
preventing them from misting in even the steamiest  
of bathrooms.

LIGHT TEMPERATURE CHANGING TECHNOLOGY
This lets you create the perfect bathroom environment by enabling you to adjust the warmth of your 
cabinet illumination to suit both the task in hand and time of day. Kick-start your day with bright, invigorating 
daylight. Then choose a natural light to apply make-up and a warm light for sleepy late evening tasks.

Light temperature ranges from 2700K (Warm White) to 6000K (Daylight White). You can also adjust the 
intensity of the light to be as bright or as dim as you wish.

COOL LIGHT WARM LIGHT

6000K 2700K

24

COMPLETE HARMONY
Our cabinets are designed to work well with all basin units and  
are available in different sizes. Perfect for the way we live today 
many come loaded with features, such as re charging and USB 
sockets to help keep your electric shaver, toothbrush and devices 
fully charged.

SOMETHING TO SUIT ALL BATHROOMS
At Tavistock we are mindful that bathrooms come in all shapes and 
sizes. That’s why we have ensured our cabinets offer a selection of sizes 
to suit any bathroom, no matter how big or small.

PERFECTING THE AMBIENCE
Dimmable lighting has been added to a number of our cabinets to allow you to control 
the brightness of the light in your bathroom no matter what the time of day or night.

Large 
Double Door Cabinet

Single 
Double Door Cabinet

Double 
Door Cabinet

CABINETS

INTUITIVE TECHNOLOGY
Our Slide cabinets feature an intuitive touch slider switch which enables you 
to adjust both the warmth and brightness of the LED lighting. Simply slide 
your finger up and down the sensor to operate.

RECESSED CABINETS
Recessing the cabinet within the wall or partition is a great way to conceal 
and store all of your bathroom accessories whilst maintaining a clean and 
clutter free bathroom.

25
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CABINET PRODUCT GUIDE
Discover our collection of cabinets. When additional storage is 
required, our range of cabinets has the solution. From creating 
a unique bathroom lighting experience to charging your 
toothbrush.

Façade p28 Flex p32Slide p30

Sleek p34 Conduct p36 Balance p38

Detail p40 Observe p42

27

Range LED
Adjustable Light 

Temperature 
Control

Dimmable 
Light

Rocker 
Switch

Touch 
Sensor

Infrared 
Sensor

Heated 
Demister 

Pad

Recharging 
Socket

USB  
Charging 
Socket

Number of 
Shelves

Soft Close
Double 

Sided Mirror 
Doors

Façade • • • • 2 • •
Flex • • • • • • • 2 •
Slide • • • • • • • 3 • •
Sleek • • • 2 •

Conduct • • 2 •
Balance 2 •

Detail 2 •

Observe 1 •



FAÇADE
 
Illuminating your bathroom in a pleasant soft light, the Façade 
cabinet's simple style conceals a host of convenient features 
designed with the modern bathroom in mind. With ample storage 
space for bathroom essentials, this multipurpose cabinet is available 
in three sizes to suit bathrooms both small and spacious.

• Available in 480mm, 600mm and 1000mm sizes.
• An integrated demister prevents the mirror steaming up  

while soft-close doors provide quiet, controlled closure
• Built-in charging socket for your shaver or toothbrush
• For recessed installations only
• IP44 rated - for safe use in the bathroom

Façade Single Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
479(w) x 664(h) x 148(d)mm

FCC050

Façade Double Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
639(w) x 664(h) x 148(d)mm

FCC060

Façade Large Double Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
1039(w) x 664(h) x 148(d)mm

FCC100

28

Façade  
480

Façade 600 Façade 1000

* **

DEMIST

29

£419.00

£545.00

£780.00



SLIDE
 

• Available in two sizes 500mm & 650mm wide
• Variable & dimmable LEDs adjust the LED warmth and brightness 

to suit your task. 
• An integrated heated demister pad will prevent the cabinet 

reflection from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms
• A conveniently positioned charging socket keeps your electric 

shaver or toothbrush fully charged
• Easily accessible USB socket
• Three shelves, provide ample storage for all your  

bathroom products
• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Solid, robust aluminium-bodied construction makes your  

Slide cabinet hardwearing, rust proof and easy to maintain
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Slide Single Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
500(w) x 700(h) x 140(d)mm

SDC050U

Slide Double Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
650(w) x 700(h) x 140(d)mm

SDC065U

Customise your bathroom lighting with a Slide cabinet to suit your mood, time of day or task in hand  

COOL LIGHT WARM LIGHT

6000K 2700K

30

Slide 500 Slide 650

DEMIST
DIMMABLE

31

£630.00

£750.00



FLEX
 

• Available in three sizes 500mm, 650mm & 1000mm wide
• Variable & dimmable LEDs adjust the LED warmth and 

brightness to suit your task. 
• An integrated heated demister pad will prevent the cabinet 

reflection from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms
• Easily accessible USB socket keeps your devices fully charged
• A conveniently positioned charging socket
• Two shelves provide ample storage for all your bathroom 

products
• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Solid, robust aluminium-bodied construction makes your  

Flex cabinet hardwearing, rust proof and easy to maintain
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Flex Single Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
500(w) x 697(h) x 125(d)mm

FXC050U

Flex Double Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
650(w) x 697(h) x 125(d)mm

FXC065U

Flex Large Double Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
1000(w) x 697(h) x 125(d)mm

FXC100U

32

Flex 500 Flex 650 Flex 1000

** *

DEMIST

33

Scan here to watch our 
features video

Take a look

Customise your bathroom lighting with a Flex cabinet to suit your mood, time of day or task in hand  

COOL LIGHT WARM LIGHT

6000K 2700K

DIMMABLE

£665.00

£780.00

£960.00
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SLEEK
 

• Available in three sizes 490mm, 650mm & a 1000mm wide option, 
all with an intergrated shaver socket

• Available in two sizes without an intergrated shaver socket. 
490mm & 650mm

• A rocker switch operates integrated diffused energy saving LED 
lighting on the sides of the Sleek cabinet

• Two shelves provide ample storage for all your bathroom  
products

• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Solid, robust aluminium-bodied construction makes your  

Sleek cabinet hardwearing, rust proof and easy to maintain
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Sleek Single Door Cabinet with Shaver Socket
Aluminium
490(w) x 650(h) x 136(d)mm

SL44AL

Sleek Double Door Cabinet with Shaver Socket
Aluminium
650(w) x 650(h) x 136(d)mm

SL60AL

Sleek Large Double Door Cabinet with Shaver Socket
Aluminium
1048(w) x 658(h) x 129(d)mm

SL100AL

CABINETS

35

Sleek 
 490

Sleek 
650

Sleek 1000
35

Sleek Single Door Cabinet without Shaver Socket
Aluminium
490(w) x 650(h) x 136(d)mm

STC044

Sleek Double Door Cabinet without Shaver Socket
Aluminium
650(w) x 650(h) x 136(d)mm

STC060

Available with or without 
charging socket

Available with 
charging socket only

£401.00

£491.00

£750.00

£347.00

£442.00



CONDUCT
 

• Available in two sizes 440mm & 600mm wide
• Conduct cabinets feature overhead lighting operated by a 

rocker switch. The energy efficient diffused LEDs create bright, 
stunning illumination

• Two shelves provide ample storage for all your bathroom  
products.

• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Solid, robust aluminium-bodied construction makes your  

Conduct cabinet hardwearing, rust proof and easy to maintain.
• IP44 rated for safe use in the bathroom

Conduct Single Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
440(w) x 690(h) x 130(d)mm

CO44AL

Conduct Double Door Cabinet
Aluminium
600(w) x 690(h) x 130(d)mm

CO60AL

36

Conduct  
440

Conduct 600

37

£290.00

£378.00
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BALANCE
 

• Available in 2 sizes 440mm single door & 600mm wide double 
door cabinet

• Two shelves provide ample storage for all your bathroom products
• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Solid, robust aluminium-bodied construction makes your  

Balance cabinet hardwearing, rust proof and easy to maintain

Balance Single Door Cabinet
Aluminium
440(w) x 650(h) x 130(d)mm

BA44AL

Balance Double Door Cabinet 
Aluminium
600(w) x 650(h) x 130(d)mm

BA60AL

CABINETS

39

Balance  
440

Balance 600

£231.50

£318.00
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DETAIL
 

• Available in two sizes 475mm & 600mm wide
• High gloss white finish cabinet
• Two shelves, provide ample storage for all your bathroom products
• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Double sided mirror doors
• Detail cabinets coordinate perfectly with Tavistock gloss white  

furniture ranges. See the Tavistock Bathroom Directory for all  
furniture options

Detail Single Door Cabinet
Gloss White
475(w) x 650(h) x 130(d)mm

DE47W

Detail Double Door Cabinet
Gloss White
600(w) x 650(h) x 130(d)mm

DE60W

CABINETS

41

Detail  
475

Detail 600

£217.00

£274.00



OBSERVE
 

• At just 115mm in depth, the slim profile of the Observe cabinet 
will help save on space in your bathroom

• Matching internal fixed shelf (white), provides ample storage  
for all your bathroom products

• Soft close hinges allow for smooth, quiet closure of the door
• Observe cabinet coordinates perfectly with a host of Tavistock 

furniture ranges

Observe Double Door Cabinet
Gloss White
600(w) x 650(h) x 115(d)mm

OB60W

42

Observe 600

43

£224.00



Mirrors Technical Information
Tavistock illuminated mirrors have been 
designed and tested for compliance to 
electrical equipment (safety) regulations. 

All electrical connections should be made 
according to the latest national wiring 
regulations. Illuminated mirrors are suitable 
for installation in the bathroom within outside 
zones unless stated. Mirrors which are IP44 
water resistance rated are suitable for use in 
zones 2 and outside zones in the bathroom. 
Illuminated mirrors are not suitable for 
installation in saunas, steam rooms, shower 
cubicles or above a bath tub. Products are only 
suitable for permanent installation. Installation 
by a suitably qualified electrician is required.  

Cabinets - Electrics
Our illuminated cabinets have been designed 
and independently tested for compliance to 
electrical equipment (safety) regulations. They 
are only suitable for use outside zones 1 & 
2 according to the latest IEE regulations.  All 
cabinets are class 1 insulated and require an 
earth connection.

Infrared Sensor
All mirrors or cabinets featuring infrared 
technology must ensure that the sensor is 
mounted a minimum of 150mm from an 
adjacent wall or obstruction to ensure  
correct function.

Electrical fittings in this zone 
require separated extra low 
voltage and a minimum rating 
of IP44 (splash proof).

Electrical fittings in this zone 
require a minimum rating of 
IP44 (splash-proof).

SAFETY IN 
THE BATHROOM

44

USEFUL  
INFORMATION

Tavistock products are available to view at our selected specialist  
stockists throughout the UK and Ireland. 

Head over to our website now to find your nearest supplier.

tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk/stockists

STOCKISTS
Specialist independent bathroom stockists 

For more on our complete Tavistock product offering, please visit our 
website where you can view detailed information and electronic copies of 
our most recent brochures, which include: 

• Tavistock Bathroom Directory 

• Fitted Furniture Collection

• Tavistock Classic Collection

• Mirrors & Cabinets 

 

tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk

BATHROOM DIRECTORY

JUNE 22

Tavistock Bathroom Directory Fitted Furniture Collection Classic Collection

WEBSITE & BROCHURES
The Tavistock Collection
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Viewpoint Photography +44 (0)1761 419998 viewpoint-photography.co.uk 
Mandarin Stone +44 (0)1600 715444 mandarinstone.com 
Industville +44 (0)207 971 7871 www.industville.co.uk
Orac Décor +44 (0)1403 240 102 www.oracdecor.com

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

QUALITY & SERVICE

Exceptional service is as integral to our business as outstanding 
product, design and manufacturing. We invest heavily in product 
improvement and reserve the right to amend specifications at any 
time if an opportunity to further improve the product occurs to 
ensure complete customer satisfaction.

All prices are quoted inclusive of VAT which will be charged at the 
rate applicable on the date of despatch. The prices charged will be 
those ruling at the date of despatch and Tavistock cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions to products or prices.

All products and prices shown in this brochure are correct at 
the time of press.

PRICING

We carry extensive stocks of replacement parts and are normally 
able to dispatch spares within 24 hours of your request. Attention is 
drawn to the policy of replacing any damaged part with a spare part 
where possible. Complete exchanges will only be made if damage is 
extensive.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

If you have a query all you have to do is pick up the phone.  
A member from our highly trained customer services team 
will be able to help effectively and efficiently.

Call 01225 787870 to speak to a member of our 
customer service team.  
 
Our lines are open:
Monday – Thursday 9am – 5.30pm 
Friday 9am – 5pm

or email us at
info@tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE



Customer Service
01225 787870

info@tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk
tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk

Brassmill Lane Trading Estate, Bath, BA1 3JF
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